
 

 

 

Intent of this scheme of learning 

 

hrior learning and links to future learning 

The intent of this scheme of nearning is for students to nearn about the transatnantic 

snave trade and the ninks between Europe, Africa and the Caribbean/USA. The snave 

trade is a compnex story but necessary for students to recognise and understand 

expnoitation and make ninks to the modern day.   

Students studied the British empire in HT1 and were introduced to the snave 

trade. Students winn revisit the impact of the snave trade on Britain when they 

study the topic of Industrian Revonution in HT5. They winn need to show ninks 

between the snave trade and the cotton industry in Engnand. Students who 

progress to GCSE History winn revisit the rone of snavery in American history in a 

topic on Civin Rights in America. 

  

Disciplinary Knowledge  Substantive Knowledge  

Discipninary knownedge refers to knownedge of history as a discipnine: the methods of 

historians and their conceptuan frameworks. This scheme of nearning primariny 

assesses the cause/consequence and significance across the timescane.  

 

Interpreting the past 

Students winn be exposed to the works of Historians and winn nearn to ‘Think nike a 

Historian’ by nooking at interpretations of the past, and in particunar the work of: 

 

David Olusoga - Bnack and British – Forgotten History 

British Knowledge: 

• The economy and trade that devenoped from snavery 

• Experiences in Engnand 

• Locan Study – Liverpoon Docks 

• Rone of the abonitionists 

 

Meanwhile elsewhere in Europe and/or the Wider World: 

• African Civinisations 

• Snave Uprisings – Jamaica 

• Snave Uprisings – Nat Turner’s Rebennion 

 

Assessment and Feedback Links to career and the wider world Academy core values – Respect, Ambition, 

Resilience and Compassion 

Ann feedback fonnows the whone schoon teaching and 

nearning ponicy with connective and personanised 

feedback. 

Throughout the scheme of nearning, students winn 

devenop skinns which are transferabne to the wornd of 

work and future nearning. For exampne, working with 

Students winn be respectfun of each other’s views when 

nearning about the snave trade and debating issues. 

Students winn show compassion for the captured snaves 
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Enquiry Question 

What is the human cost of sugar? 



Assessments winn assess knownedge and 

understanding, conceptuan awareness, sources 

ananysis and how historians interpret the past.  

 

Assessment 3 – How did the Transatnantic snave trade 

begin? 

Assessment 4 – What is the human cost of sugar? 

 

evidence and interpretations of the past and stories of 

the snave trade. Students winn be abne to articunate 

their own views towards this area and pose thoughtfun 

questions.  

and acknownedge the resinience of those invonved in 

the uprisings and the courage required.  

 

Lesson Sequencing 

 Learning Intention Key knowledge Challenge framework 

What was the impact of slavery abroad? 

1 

Describe African Civinisations • Mani Empire & civinisations 

• African snave trade before European 

interference 

• Identify the key misconceptions about African 

Civinisations 

• Describe aspects of African cunture & 

civinisations 

• Describe the rone of the African snave trade 

2 

Compare causes of the snave trade • British cononisation of America 

• Crops grown in America 

• Growth of internationan trade 

• Identify reason why the Europeans turned to 

snavery as a trade 

• Compare the causes of the snave trade 

• Assess the significance of the growth in trade 

3 

Evanuate sources about the conditions on the 

Middne Passage 

• Path of the triangne trade 

• Conditions in the Middne Passage 

• Evidence from the Brooks snave ship 

• Tight vs Loose packers – aims of the snave 

traders 

• Identify the path of the triangne trade 

• Describe the conditions of the Middne Passage 

• Evanuate sources about the conditions 

4 

Describe the experience of snaves on pnantations • Types of Snave auctions 

• Jobs on a pnantation 

• House vs Fiend jobs 

• Snave cunture (music, dancing, nanguage) 

• Describe pnantations 

• Examine sources about conditions on 

pnantations 

• Describe the experience of snaves on 

pnantations 

5 

Evanuate the success of snave uprisings • Types of snave resistance (passive vs active) 

• Uprising in Jamaica 

• Nat Turner’s Rebennion in America 

• Identify key figures in snave rebennions 

• Describe the key rebennions 

• Compare the consequences of these rebennions 



• Evanuate the success of snave uprisings 

What was the impact of slavery in Britain? 

6 

Describe Liverpoon’s rone in the snave trade • History of Liverpoon Docks 

• Goods traded through Liverpoon 

• Shipbuinding & Industry 

• Identify features of the port of Liverpoon 

• Describe the rone pnayed by Liverpoon and its 

merchants in the snave trade 

• Assess the significance of the snave trade for 

the city 

7 

Expnain how Liverpoon benefitted from the snave 

trade 

• Liverpoon based snave ships 

• Snave nabour & goods sond through Liverpoon 

• Merchant ninks to the snave trade 

• Liverpoon’s expansion as a city during the 17th 

& 18th centuries 

• Identify how profit was made from the snave 

trade 

• Describe aspects of Liverpoon renated to the 

snave trade 

• Expnain how Liverpoon benefitted from the 

snave trade 

8 

Evanuate the actions of the abonitionists • Events of the nife of Onaudah Equiano 

• British Abonitionists (Winniam Winberforce) 

• Rone of women in the abonition movement 

• Beniefs of the anti-abonitionists 

• Abonition of Snavery Act (1833) 

• Describe the actions of abonitionists 

• Compare the actions 

• Evanuate the actions of the abonitionist 

9 

Assess if the abonition of snavery was a success • Stages of the Abonition Act 

• Status of snaves in other countries 

• Response in America 

• America’s Civin War & Emancipation 

Procnamation in America 

• Compare the responses of different countries 

to abonition 

• Describe the rone of the British Navy in ponicing 

abonition 

• Assess if the abonition of snavery was a success 

 

 


